
Indicator-Based Plans 
For Reference?  Advisory?  Regulatory?  



Today’s Session 
• New Era of Data and Indicators 
• Three Case Studies 

• City of Loveland, Colorado Comprehensive Plan 
• West Henderson Subarea Plan, Nevada  
• Jackson Hole / Teton County Comprehensive Plan, Wyoming  

• Key Takeaways 
• Panel Discussion 

 



Remember the Data Dark Ages? 
• Decennial census 

was king (1940-2000) 

• American 
Community Survey 
became queen  
(testing in 2000, 
implementation in 2005) 

 

1980 US Census Long Form 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data for planning used to be so simple compared to now. The data dark ages of sorts…Census data was provided every 10 yearsData collection was painful, relied on paper survey instruments and manual collectionGrowing need for more detailed data, more often – leading to the ACSThe tradeoff is a smaller sample size, thus a higher margin of errorThese were the good old days for planners – there were fewer sources and the data collection was fairly straightforward and consistent.  We could look at data to predict future trends, but it was difficult to use these sources for real-time monitoring of the impacts of our planning decisions.



Data in the Information Age 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now in a different era, where instead of limited data sources, we are bordering on information overload….There are so many tools, and so many resources, that it’s hard to know where to begin…and who to trustSome are primary sources, others are aggregators of primary sourcesAnd it’s now easier to gather your own primary data through digital toolsWith these new tools, now everyone can become an expert, and it’s increasingly difficult to know what’s a legitimate source and what’s not. Because information is more widely available, and at much more frequent intervals, we now have the opportunity not only to use data to inform our planning, but to inform our implementation – we can look to it to tell us if we are getting it right or need major course-corrections.



Data versus Indicators 
Data 
• Quantitative or 

qualitative 
information 

• Needs analysis and 
interpretation 

• Not linked to 
community values 

Indicators 
• Measurable 

“vital” signs 
• Track progress 

over time 
• Reflect 

community 
values 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data:Simply informationAs an example of a Data Source – the H+T index is a bunch of data generally pulled from the census; Effective Indicators:Reveal and reflect challengesInspire action Help us learn and adaptAs an indicator, the H+T index can be used to track improvements in housing and transportation affordability over time



Indicator Nuances 
• Scale and level of detail 
• Desired trend lines and 

outcomes 
• Proliferation of 

resources and rating 
systems 

• Maintenance and 
delivery 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scale and Level of detailBlock, district, community, region, etc.Direct correlation – median housing price – for sale or rentalHolistic – changes Housing + Transportation Affordability IndexInputs or outcomes – inputs are things that planners have influence over – etc. bike lanes, sidewalks, density – outcomes are resulting factors from the inputs and other forces (e.g., obesity)Trend lines and outcomesDirectional progress versus a quantifiable targetComparison to yourself over time or comparison to others?Proliferation of resources and rating systemsAdd standardization and consistencyBut can also drive outcomes that conflict with community valuesMaintenance and DeliveryWho maintains?How often?Where?Online DashboardsMonthly/Annual reports



Indicator Nuances 
• Data availability 
• Source or messenger 
• Level of understanding 
• Political dynamics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data availabilityGood data might be available for a point in time but may not be available over time (fish population example)Source/MessengerPay to play dynamicsSome sources are not verified/statistically relevant – e.g., Wikipedia, online surveys, etc.Sometimes the person behind the information is very important – e.g., chamber of commerce versus planning departmentLevel of UnderstandingBasic statistics – mean, median, modeGeneral planning concepts that we may overlook Tend to be Politically chargedReflect to community values and goals – may not be consistency in what those areSometimes the topics can be political hot buttons (i.e., climate change)



Indicator Case Studies 
• Reference  (Loveland, CO) 
• Advisory (Henderson, NV) 
• Regulatory (Jackson Hole, WY) 

For each, discussion of: 
• How the indicators are used 
• Implementation details 
• Recommendations for success 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to walk through 3 case studies of how indicators are being used in planning in different ways, includingReference – helpful check-in points to let us know when we’re heading on or off course; may or may not be associated with a desired trend line (Karl)Advisory – associated with a desired trend line and level of performance; informs decision-making but not mandatory compliance (Jeremy)Regulatory – mandatory compliance with specific targets (Bruce)



Reference Indicators in Loveland  
• General – Big Picture 

(Mostly) 
• 12 Indicators 
• Some directly related to 

planning – Some not 

 

• Measure 
• Progress 
• Things important to 

City 
• Mostly outputs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted indicators to be a central piece of CL. Perhaps even be used to evaluate individual land use alternativesA key implementation tool We ended up somewhere else than that, will go into the reasonsA mix:Things that are important to the community so that the indicators resonate with the community 7 decision makersAlso, show how planning relates to these important things, show value of planningSome are more directly related to planning decisionsMeasure the output of decisions, it is up to use as planners to understand the inputs that can shift the indicators 



Reference Indicators in Loveland  
• Retail Activity 
• Jobs / Housing Balance 
• Development in High 

Risk Areas 
• Downtown Economic 

Activity 
• Residential Affordability 
• Residential Density 

 

• Property Investment 
Activity 

• Neighborhood 
Walkability 

• Residential Water Use 
• Mode Split 
• Sidewalks and Bicycle 

Infrastructure 
• Connectivity 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some are big picture – retail activitySome are easy to measure, some will take a little bit more workRetail Activity – obviously very important to the cityDevelopment in High Risk Areas – Loveland was heavily impacted by 2013 floods, this resonates well with someResidential Affordability and Residential Water Use – still some need for education, but arguably some of the most important things we can measure.  Will talk about the importance of educating your decision makers



Using Indicators in Loveland 
• Yearly Reports – 

Based on data 
sources 

• Disparate Data – in 
one place 

• Useful for next time 
• Some collection  

• Staff level 
• Cross department 

collaboration 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how do we plan to use the indicators in LovelandProbably won’t be used in development review, as much as I would have liked to get there and I still think that is something that can be strived forIt looks like they will be used mostly at the staff levelDeliberately designed to require input from across the cityWe plan on issuing yearly reports and reporting what we find to decision makers  Depending on data sourceDon’t underestimate the value of having all of this data in one place or simply reporting it in a new and more visible mannerFor example, we are dependant in some of these on the ACS 



Getting to Indicators in Loveland 
• Timing 
• Get buy-in on vision first 
• Indicators support vision 
• Why general? 

• More acceptable 
• Readily available data 

sources 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where we can talk about some of the lessons that we learned First, it is important to coordinate the indicator discussion, roll out or whatever you want to call it with your discussion about the vision so that the vision is established first and the indicators can be clearly shown to support that visionWithout that, your indicators can lack contextPeople will ask, why do we care?Use example of mode split…….I mentioned that we are ending up somewhere else with Loveland’s indicators than we thought we would.Add that there is a tremendous amount of value in going through the process of picking the indicators and discussing them in the communityWe found that the more general indicators were more acceptableWhy: easier to understand and interpret, Can be less controversialData may be easier to get If your community is up for it, there is a chance to have a discussion about the different data sources, what they mean, how they are collected, and the tradeoffs btwn using grosser measures versus more targeted measures



Getting to Indicators in Loveland 
• Politics 

• What to measure – 
political question 

• What is a positive trend 
– political question 

• Adequate explanation 
• Data 
• Concept 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our experience in front of City CouncilWhat it demonstrated I was looking forward to the opportunity to have nuanced discussion with our community’s decision makers aboiut what they think is important for us to measureIt did not go that wayDon’t underestimate the politics you will encounterSometimes people don’t like to see what the data is telling themWhat to measure is a political questionWhat the desired trend line is has the ability to become a political questionHas we found some indicators can be esotericEx: Residential affordabilityYou may need to take the time to explain some of the data concepts and the data sourcesI would say that if you find yourself in a discussion where you are defending a data source, you need to step back and make sure to frame the discussion better



West Henderson Subarea Plan Advisory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Planner’s Dream and Planner’s NightmareDream: SNPLMA BLM disposal boundary, few entitlements, up against new Sloan Canyon NCA, land tells you what it wants to beNightmare: Developers rule, 48 Comp Plan Amendments approved in 1 year, 3-4 proposed every month, no respect for the natural environment. Post-recession: Irony - Driven by developers, want predictability and commitment.



Vision 
 

West Henderson is the premier destination for  
economic development  

and livable neighborhoods   
through integrated mobility solutions,   

vast recreation amenities,  
and diverse housing opportunities.  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blank slate and recession allowed community have a dialogue about the ideal future. What are the elements of an ideal community?4 big ideas



Economic Development 

1. Two Urban Centers 
2. Two Employment Centers & a 

Series of Smaller Mixed Use 
Centers 

3. Four Special Districts focus on: 
• Targeted Industries 
• Sports & Entertainment 

Venues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strip historical transectChose not to continue practice of E zoning along strip to CaliforniaEmphasis on preserving industrial and employment lands even if that meant 60 years. 



Neighborhoods 

1. Range of Housing Types 
2. Neighborhoods of 800 - 1,200 

Units 
3. Distributed Neighborhood 

Amenities from Greenways to 
Mountain Park 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distributed neighborhood amenitiesUnique housing products relative to rest of Henderson



Transportation 

1. Framework Streets 
2. Increased Connectivity & Reduced 

Street Sizes 
3. Transit System Including: 

• Managed Bus Lanes 
• Center-Running BRT 
• Dedicated-Lane BRT/ Streetcar 
• Shuttle to Sloan Gateway Park 
• Regional Connections  
• Park-N-Rides 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smaller block sizes and street widthsStrong commitment to dedicated BRT



PROST & Schools 

1. Defined Placemaking Features 
(Civic Areas, Neighborhood 
Centers, Schools) 

2. Greenways & Trails Throughout 
3. Three Great Parks 

• Central Community Park 
• Sloan Canyon Gateway Park 
• Mountain Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dream – land is already public – need to hold the line to keep it that way. 



Balanced Community 

1. Guided by an Adaptive Management 
Plan & Directed by 4 Guiding Elements: 
• Economic Development 
• Housing 
• Transportation & Infrastructure 
• Parks, Recreation, Trails, Open Space & 

Schools 

2. Community to Live, Work & Recreate 
3. Concentrated Industrial & Commercial 

Surrounded by Neighborhoods & 
Amenities 





Building Program 

• Metrics monitor progress toward 
the 4 components of the Vision 
• Proposals must show how they 
advance 4 indicators 

•Economic Development 
•Neighborhoods 
•Transportation 
•Amenities 
 



Placetypes & 
Neighborhoods 

•Progress reviewed annually 
• Annual workplans driven by 
metrics 
• If inadequate  Plan Amendment 
 



Transportation & 
Connectivity 
 



PROST & Schools 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion: imagine your desired community. Define input indicators. 



Regulatory 
Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan, Code, 

Housing and Transportation Plan  



Teton County 
 

•97% Public Land 
•3% Private Land 
 

•1 Municipality – 
Town of Jackson 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
97% Public Land – 3% Private3% of the 3% developable





Why So Tough With The Indicators? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in early 90s resulting in 1994 PlanLate 90s, early 00s diversionReemphasis late 00s



Plan Update Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons learned why 5 yearsPolitical electionsProcess problemsRealityaccountability



Demographics 
1990 2000 2010 

Town 4,472 8,647 9,577 

County 6,700 9,604 11,717 

Total 11,172 18,251 21,294 
Source: US Census 

1990 2000 2010 

Town 40% 47% 45% 

County 60% 53% 55% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 
Source: US Census 

% of Growth 

Population 



Before  the  Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rapid Growth pre-1994 planFew new lots created post 1994, lots of buildout of existing lotsChanges at the ResortLed to:Emphasis on Buildout: Desire for QuotasBuildout as a desire but nodefined carrying capacity, no defined inputs



Community Driven Indicators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in early 90s resulting in 1994 PlanLate 90s, early 00s diversionReemphasis late 00s



 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately had broad support at adoption



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately had broad support at adoption



Vision 
Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to ensure a 
healthy environment, community and economy for current and 

future generations 



Plan Framework 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of Plan Provide DetailsNot repeat history with no check in and adaptation



Growth Management Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adaptive management philosophyMonitor specific goals and take actionBenefitsLegal? Creates nexus, instead of requiring oneAddresses amount, location, character of growthIndicators identified and prioritizedProcessAnnual indicators/work program5% triggerCorrective ActionGoalsMaintain buildoutShift from 40/60 to 60/40Maintain 65%



Components 
 



Implications - Code 





Character Districts – Rural or Complete 
 

• Depicts the characteristics 
each district and subarea 
 

• Characteristics are described 
through mapping or shown 
symbolically 
 

• Mapped features are 
illustrative of the character of 
an area and do not imply 
desired regulatory boundaries 
or specific locations of 
attributes 



Character Defining Features 
 
 • Describe each subarea 

through text, Neighborhood 
Forms, and photos and/or 
drawings 
 

• Neighborhood Form(s) depict 
the general pattern and 
intensity of development that 
meets the desired character  
 

• Illustrations and/or photos 
provide a more detailed 
illustration of the desired 
built form 





TDR to Conservation 
Tools 

 



Implications - Workforce Housing  



< 50% AMI 50-80% AMI 80-120% AMI 120-150% AMI > 150% AMI 

Rental Owner Rental Owner Rental Owner Rental Owner Rental Owner 

0

50

100
Status Quo Projected Supply Projected Need Voluntary Target Increase

Tools and AMI Categories 
 



Cost/Complexity Per Unit 
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Subsidize Housing 
Development 

Commercial Linkage 

Private Donations & 
Grants 

Dedicated Sales 
Taxes 

Preservation 

“Granting” 

Zone for Density 

ARUs 

Density Bonus 

Technical Assistance 

Residential 
Inclusionary 

Land Acquisition 

Residential 
Linkage 

Rental Zoning 

Dedicated Property 
Taxes 

Angel Fund 

Tax Credits & Other Fed/State 
Funds 

Stated Objectives & 
Metrics 

Education 

Trailer Parks/ 
Microhousing 

Consistent 
Predictable Process 

Public/Private 
Partnership 

Flexible 
LDRs 

Limiting 
Commercial Growth 

Real Estate 
Transfer Tax 

SPET Secondary 
Additional 

No Net Loss 
Expedited Project 

Approvals for Price 
Restricted Housing 

Rental Incentives 
• Bonus 
• Fee Waiver 

Housing Tools 



Other Benefits 



Paradise at the Price 



Indicator Insights 
• Lay the groundwork and check-in 

often 
• Keep the level of effort and costs 

in mind  
• Know what you have influence 

over versus not 
• Be flexible and ready for lots of 

questions and opinions 
• Embrace technology, but know 

what you’re embracing 
• Be authentic and remain mindful 

of the “spin factor” 
 
 

No indicator is a perfect match 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be flexible and ready for lots of questions and opinionsWe often forget what we know – there is a learning curve	Embrace technology, but know what you’re embracingDo your research – who, when, how often?Begin the process early and check-in oftenIndicators can drive planning and planning can drive indicators – which do you want?Keep the level of effort in mind – don’t overcommit to targets or to maintenanceDashboards are a good example of continual maintenanceNeed to ID a champion or champions, build ownershipBe mindful of the “spin factor”Need to disclose when and why you don’t achieve any established targets



Panel Discussion 



Questions for the Panelists 
• What do you think the outcomes will be in 10 years? 

• …for the community/region? 
• …for the indicators themselves? 

• What worked well and/or what would you do again? 
• What would you do differently next time? 
• In general, what’s your greatest indicator issue or concern? 
• What’s your favorite example of indicator success? 



Questions for the Audience 
• How many of you use indicators to inform your planning 

efforts? 
• What are your main challenges? 
• What have you found successful? 



 



Foundation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in early 90s resulting in 1994 PlanLate 90s, early 00s diversionReemphasis late 00s



Presenter
Presentation Notes
97% Public Land



History of Planning 
1978 
Plan 

Plan based on 
groundwater, 

slopes & 
floodplains 

Flexibility/Discretion 

1994 
Plan 

NRO, SRO, LO, 
AH, Town & 
Community 
Character 

Transportation 
Chapter in 2000

  
Flexibility/Discretion 

2012 
Plan 

1994 Policies 
Regionalism, GMP, 

CD,  65%, 
Sustainability, 

Economy 

Predictability, 
Accountability and 

Measurability 





The Result - Transportation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in early 90s resulting in 1994 PlanLate 90s, early 00s diversionReemphasis late 00s
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